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Early in his career, Jonathan pivoted from news reporting to law and has been
working in the tech, media, and telecom (TMT) fields ever since.  He leverages
his deep knowledge of the legal, regulatory, political, and public policy
landscape in D.C. to help TMT clients ranging from innovative start-ups to
Fortune 30 companies understand and manage risk and overcome regulatory
and transactional challenges to their business objectives.  His ability to achieve
positive results for them stems from instincts gained through scores of
commercial transactions and a wide variety of leading TMT public policy issues
over the past 40+ years, more recently including artificial intelligence and
online content regulation.  Jonathan draws on expertise gained through a long
career practicing law and on knowledge gained through his work in
government (at the FCC and The White House), on political campaigns, and in
the media.

Jonathan co-chairs the Emerging Issues in Technology committee of the FCBA-
The Tech Bar® and he frequently speaks in educational settings and at industry
gatherings.  He has been singled out for nationwide recognition for
“outstanding service” on corporate and commercial transactions, holds the
Martindale Hubbell AV® Preeminent Peer Review Rating, and is perennially
selected as a Washington D.C. SuperLawyer.

Jonathan devotes time to pro bono legal matters and volunteer activities and
was named to the D.C. Bar’s Pro Bono Honor Roll for 2021.  He spends his
recreational time with his family (which of course includes the dogs) and likes
to hike, bike, golf, and swim.
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